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back in the mid-1990s, more than a decade
before the case was filed on March 6, 2009.
But Mary Jo Dively, CMU vice president
and general counsel, emphasized the university’s intellectual property policy, which
encourages faculty to conduct cutting-edge
research, is critical to its mission, the creation and dissemination of knowledge.
Yet, such cases are expensive and time
consuming, with multiple reputations on
the line on both sides of the table.
“I should note that it is extremely rare
for us to have to pursue measures to stop
patent infringement,” Dively said. “On the
contrary, we have deep and broad relationships with hundreds of companies. That
collaboration benefits our researchers,
our students, the companies with whom
we work, our region, our nation and the
world.”
CMU’s relationship with K&L Gates
goes back many years. Dively, who joined
the university in 2002, said it had retained
lawyers from Seattle-based Preston Gates &
Ellis before it merged with Pittsburgh firm
Kirkpatrick & Lockhart in 2007.
“I have found them to be unusually collaborative,” Dively said.
This was evidenced in many ways
throughout the Marvell case, she said, “but
nowhere as much
as in the seamless relationship
of the two lead
attorneys.”
When CMU
decided to move
Greenswag
forward, McElhinny and Douglas Greenswag, a partner from the Seattle
office, were chosen to shepherd the effort.
“The two of them lived this case for
many years, learned the technology inside
and out, drove each other and the rest of us,
paid meticulous attention to every detail,
including the critical pretrial actions,” Dively said. “[They] ultimately presented a brilliant case at trial, which translated to the
judge and jury.”
The team
The two led a core team of eight lawyers
and hundreds of other individuals, ranging from the inventors themselves to tech-

nology and sales experts.
On the Pittsburgh end, Mark Knedeisen had worked with McElhinny on a previous matter relating to CMU and was an
obvious choice to help with the case.
“He’s an electrical engineer and that
technical expertise was very relevant here,”
McElhinny said. “He was a natural.”
Other K&L lawyers with similar specialized experience and backgrounds also
were involved, as well as some young attorneys who grew up through the case.
Christopher Verdini, a fourth-year
associate in 2009 and now a partner, is a
good example.
“Whenever anyone needed some
detail, he had the research at his fingertips,” McElhinny said.
Knedeisen and Verdini worked down
the hall from McElhinny, and the proximity helped. There also was a weekly team
call, and McElhinny and Greenswag were
in daily contact, with the latter frequently
flying to Pittsburgh. Other members of the
Seattle team came to Pittsburgh and stayed
throughout the trial.
“We also benefited from the wise counsel and sound judgment throughout of
David Lehman, a partner in the Pittsburgh
office who’s overseen the entire university
relationship for more than a decade, and
Holly Towle, a partner in the Seattle office
who’s handled complex technology work
for us since 2002,” Dively said.
Client and law firm were in sync.
“They really understood us, our mission, our inventors and this technology,”
Dively said. “They were, in short, a general
counsel’s dream team.”
As far as McElhinny was concerned,
the firm had its own dream team of CMU
faculty and researchers. Moura and Kavcic
came to K&L Gates’ downtown office, using
a whiteboard to work the lawyers through
how the technology worked.
“The two inventors were enormously patient with us, explaining the technology over and over again, just awesome in
terms of willingness to give us the time we
needed to learn,” McElhinny said. “It’s one
of the best parts of the job. You get to learn
new and interesting things from brilliant
people.”
The crucial part was finding experts
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who understood the technology and
understood sales — and could clearly convey the issues to the jury.
Steven McLaughlin, a Georgia Tech professor, examined the circuits and explained
what the patent means and what Marvell’s
chips do.
“We were helped by the fact that Marvell described the circuit they’d developed
as the ‘Kavcic postprocess,’” McElhinny
said.
The other piece was to prove where the
activity occurred.
“The law says it’s only infringement if
you sell the chip or use the method in the
U.S.,” McElhinny said. “We needed to prove
that Marvell was using the method in the
U.S. and that it was valuable to get the kind
of royalties we were seeking.”
Chris Bajorek, a retired IBM executive,
explained Marvell’s sales process.
And Catharine Lawton, of litigation
consulting firm Berkeley Research Group,
who had worked with Greenswag on past
cases, put it all together. She pointed to
Marvell’s profits and documents showing
the royalty rate would be 50 cents per chip
and that 2.3 billion chips had been sold.
That explained the amount of damages
CMU sought.
The actual trial took about a month,
bookended by the 2012 holiday season.
“We picked the jury the Monday after
Thanksgiving and we got the verdict on
Dec. 26, the day after Christmas,” McElhinny said.
The aftermath
Robert Denney, who leads Paoli, Pa.-based
Robert Denney Associates Inc., a consultancy to law firms across the country, said he
believes more patent infringement cases are
going to trial.
“I think it’s two things,” Denney said.
“[The] continuation of patent troll suits and,
well, competitive business. Private universities and colleges are trying to protect and
utilize their assets because of the economics involved.”
The size of the settlement is an example
of what’s to be gained.
“I won’t call it revenue, but universities need cash to keep research operations
going,” Denney said.

If the case has attracted clients to K&L
Gates, the firm isn’t commenting.
“I’m told that the case and its resolution
are being intensively studied both within
the technology sector and the university
community,” Kalis said.
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CMU’s patent infringement case
against Marvell, through the years:

MARCH 2009

CMU files suit against Marvell
Technology Group Ltd., and
Marvell Semiconductor Inc.

DECEMBER 2010

Marvell moves to invalidate
CMU patents

SEPTEMBER 2011

Court denies Marvell’s motion

APRIL 2012

Marvell files motion stating
it cannot be held liable for
infringement of CMU patents
for chips not used in the U.S.

AUGUST 2012

Court finds Marvell chips do
not infringe on the patent
when used outside U.S., but
denies motion in respect to
alleged damages arising from
sales that occur within the
U.S.

NOVEMBER 2012

Jury selection begins

DECEMBER 2012

After four weeks, jury
announces verdict that
Marvell infringed on CMU’s
patents, awards damages of
$1.169 billion

JANUARY 2013

Marvell moves to seal certain
evidence; court denies
motion

FEBRUARY 2013

CMU moves for enhanced
damages and for a
permanent injunction
against Marvell

MAY 2014

Court enters final judgment;
Marvell appeals to the
Federal Circuit

FEBRUARY 2016

CMU says it’s settled the suit
for $750 million
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